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. . . . d 11 21 h' h be iTherc ~s now ~nterest ~n toro~ moments ' w ~c are e~ng 

studied in a variety of domains / 1-4 /.In refs.5 a new type of po
La r í zabi Lí t y , hereafter called "toroid" (different f r omvt he usu
al electric and magnetic ones) has been introduced (and'some ef
fects related to it considered) in connection with the toroid 
multipole moments induced in a system by a external magnetic f-i 
eld j.fexp of nonvanishing VxHex t (or a l.t erna t í.ve l.y , by an exter
naI conduction or displacement current). While the intrinsic to
roid moments of elementary quantum systems are ruled-out either 
by parity conservation or by invariance under time reversal, the 
corresponding induced ones (as emphasized in ~efs.5) are not for
bidden by these discrete symrnetries and the toroid polarizabili- 
ty is just measuring their size. In the multipole decomposition 
of the Hamiltonian (time dependent, in general) describing the 
system's interaction with the external,electromagnetic field, 
alongside with the usual electric and magnetic dipole (and hig
her multipole) pieces, there are also contributions expressing 
the interaction of the toroid moments with the externaI fi 
elds 11,21; the latter begin the toroid dipole piece /1,21 

.... . ~ ext
 
H(Toroid~dipOle) (t) = - T(t) ·1 \I x H l.,
 

~ x=O,t
 

_ T(t) [ .~_ jext + !- ~ ext_] ~ (l ) 
c c dt X=O,t 

~ext -1 ~ ext
where J and (477) dD /dt are the external conduction and 
diplacement currents, while 121
 
.... 1 .... 4-)~ -)-)-)
 

-2x 2j(x. t) }d3 xT(t) = 10e J{x[x.j(x. t)] (2) 
.... 

is the toroid dipole moment (j(x. 
~ 

t) denotes the system' s cur
rent density). According to the well"':known nonstationary pertur
bation rules, the response of a quantum system to the particular 
interaction from Eq.(l) is described by the following dynamic 
'(i. e., frequency (cu) dependent) toroi:d dipole po Lar i zab i Li t y/P'" 

y .. (cu) =i (e icut 8(t)dt<0![T.(t). T.(O)]IO>
1) 1 J. 

~ [ ~~LT il~<nI~~ o> + _~~jJ.n>_~!..LI o> ] . 
n E n -Eo-cu-if En-EO+Ct)+iE' 

The ground state ( 10» contribution, as usually, is to 
ken-off from Eqs . (3); Eo• E n denote the energies of the 
and excited states. The toroiJ di;eole J;nmuent..~a in 

i~"bt:~;~(:!.. ;l.;n 

~,ltt:nr~>;:' ','l 

(3) 

be ta
ground 
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tem (irrespective of whether or not it does possess a nonvani

shing intrinsic one) has ,the Fourier components
 

.... ext
 
Tiuduced (cu) = I.y (cu) [ V x H (cu)] • (4)


1 . ij	 j
J
 

As is shown in refs.5, un1ike the (static) e1ectric and magnetic
 
dipo1e po1arizabi1ities ae= 1 (cu =0), (:3e=l«(j) =0) (the subscript
 
e indicates the mu1tipo1e (Ze_po1e) order) which establish the
 
angular structure of the amplitude for e1astic scattering of 10w
 
energy photons on the considered system (Compton scattering) in
 
the second (photon) energy order, the (stat{c) toroid dipo1e po

1arizabi1ity ·ye = 1 (cu = O) enters on1y begining with' the fourth
 
energy order, together with the usual (static) e1ectric and mag

netic quadrupo l.e po1arizabi1ities ae:::o2(CU = O), {:3f=2 (cu = O) and
 
some derivatives-of the usual (dynamic) dipo1e po1ariiabi1ities,
 
1ike aé=.,(cu =0) = (dae=1(cu)/dlLl2)fcu=o/71 •
 

The purpose of this Note is to 100k into the re1ative impor
tance of the induced toroid moments (measured bYYe(cu)) as 
against the (induced) usual e1ectric and magnetic ones (measu
red by the mu I t í.po Le po1arizabi1ities a e (cu), (:3e(cu) , first for 
atoms and then for hadrons, in order to try get~ing some gues
ses on what might happen at even sma11er distances (or 1arger 
characteristic excitation energies), at the sub-hadronic 1eve1. 
As an examp1e for the atomic physl.cS case we sha11 consider a 
(nonre1ativistic spin1es~) hydrogen-1ike atom in its ground 
state (we are then ab1e to compute ~(~~(lLl) exact1y a~d use for 
comparison the avai~ab1e (a1so exact) resu1ts for a~H) (cu) deri
ved in ref.8). As a typica1 examp1e for hadrons we sha11 çonsider 
the (charged~ )pion and use some numerica1 estimates give~ tn 
refs . .5 for 'Ye"=l (in conj unc t í.on with previous ones for ar" fo
und in refs.9) to p~rform an ana10gous comparison. Looking then 
at what the situation is in the two cases, at the length sca1e 
of 10 -8 em on one s{de and 10 -13 em on the other, we sha11 put 
forward a specu1ative idea about what might happen, say, at yet 
five orders of magni tude Lower , down to 10-18 cm , , i.e., at sueh 
distances which are expected to be exp10red, for instance, by 
the HERA e1ectron-proton co11ider at DESY. . 

To ca1cu1ate the toroid dipo1e po1arizabi1ity of (~round sta
te) H-1ike atoms, one starts with the definition Eq.(3) in which 
the one partic1e operator For the toroid dipo1e moment, by Eq.(2), 
is 121 

e -)2

T '= -- L (-2x Ô ik P k + xi x k P k ) • (5 )
 

10me k <;
 

where~Pk =-ihCJ/cJx k (e and m are the charge and mas s of the
 
e1ectron). The (exact) ca1cu1ation is nonstandard, 10ng and te

dious and wi11 be presented in detai1 e1sewhere / 10I . It is es

sentia11y based on the use of the integral representation fQr
 

\2 

-, 

the nonre1ativistic Cou10mb Green's function / 111 in the form ob
tained by Schwinger 1111 and on the fact that a certain "bas c"í 

momentum space integral (which is at the root of many exact ca1
cu1ations in studies concerning the interaction of nonre1ativis
tic H-1ike atoms with the radiation) can be taken 'exact1y / 12 / . 

Next, we sha11 give on1y the resu1t. Due to the spherica1 sym
metry of the ground s-state, one has ,y~~I)(cu) = Ô .. .y/H) (cu). He 
have obtained the formula J lJ = 1 

5 2 
(H) a 2 ao r i 1 1Ye (cu) = - - L o .--- x 
=1 20 Z 4 i = 1. 2 ( r

i 
+ l) 4 2'-ri 3- r i 

8 r 2(r 2 + 1)2 
x [	 --..!..._~ F (1. - 1 - r i ' 5 - r i ; ~ 1) -. (6)
 

(ri +1)2(4-r i)
 

- 15 r f + 7 r r+	 53 r 12 + 57 r i + 18] , 

where F(a. b. c; z) is the usual Gauss hypergeometric function· 
with the series expansion 

Z2z a(a + l)b(b + 1)F (a. b, c; z) = 1 + a· b -- + + ..•
 
c 1 ! e(e + 1) 2!
 

and 

-1/2 -1/2	 2,.=(r i - 1r 1 = (1 - ú.lo ) ,r 2 :::o (1 + CUo ) , 
1 ri + 1) , 

tcu 21icu 2 ao cu (7)CU =--~- --,o a2 Z2mc2 aZ Z cIEo I 
e2 ._ 1t -8 

a = :: 0.53 x 10 em. a = ~ 137:.:..O' ame 

yi~i (cu) as given by Eq.(6) is an even ana1ytic function of cu 
having (in the comp1ex cu-plane) the right singu1arities at the 
right p1ace: simp1e po1es at cu = (E n- E o) ;t. n = 2.3.4 •... 
( E n =' Eo/n 2 represents the discrete spectrum of the H-1ike 
atom) and a branchcut a10ng the real cu-axis above the ioniza
tion thresho1d cu>\Eol. For the static (Le. cu :::00) toroid di
po1e po1arizability of a (nonre1ativistic, spin1ess) H-1ike atom 
in its ground state we find then from Eq.(6) the very simp1e 
resu1t 

523 a -4 -46 5.y (H) (cu :::o O) =	 --- a 2 ...:Q. =. Z x 0.86 x 10 em. (8) 
60 Z4f=l 
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This is the toroid artalog of the well-known static electric di
pole polarizability 

a(H) (w == O) ==.! ~~ (9)

f==l 2 Z4
 

found	 in 1926 by Epstein and by Waller 13. 

Now, we have to assess the relative importance of the toroid 
effects with respect to the usual, electric ones. To that aim, 
yj~1(w= O)is to be compared with af~~)(w= O) and al~~( (1)= O). 
Using Eq. (8) above and the results of ref.8 (rewritten in the 
conventions used in this paper), we get the (exact) formulas: 

(H) ( (H) ( - 0\r

Ye c1 ú.l=O) 23 (aZ)4 Yf=l w - , 23(aZ)2
 

, (R)(~~-~)- == 1~; -:Ci )(:=O) == 900- . 
(10) 

a f= 1 ...., - e= 2 ' 
Thus one sees that for H-like atoms (and this holds also in ato
mie physics in general) the effects of the induced toroid moments 
appear very small indeed with respect to those of the correspon
ding usual electric ones. Perhaps it is also for this reason 
that the induced toroid moments have not been so far analyzed 
in atomic physics. In a larger perspective, what is important to 
US, is that they are there, whatever small. Moreover, as is seen 
from Eq. (10), the toroid effe~ts are increasing with aZ and this 
allows for possible applications even in atomic physics problems 
(for instance, in what concerns the neutral component of plasma), 
but this subject is outside the scope of this paper. 

Next we turn to see what a similar comparative analysis will 
say when instead of a H-like atom one is considering a typical 
hadron, the (charged) pion, for example. In refs.5 an order of 
magnitude estimate of the static toroid dipole polarizabili~y of 
7T± "Y~~ -1 ( (i) = O), has been obtained by evaluating the cont.r í.bu
tion of the A1 (]270 MeY) resonance (in terms of the experimen
tally known radiative wid th f(Al --) 17}') ~ 0.6 MeV; see also 
r1ff.9 and the literature cited therein with the result 
Ye:l (w == O) z: ] .2· ]0-5 fm 5 Undet; the same approximations in 
refs.5 it has been found that aÉ:)l «(u= O) ~ 0.8'10-5 fm 5 . From 
the results obtained in the first of refs.9 it is known that the 
static electric and magnetic quadr~pole polarizafilities of 7T± 
are expected to be of the order a~: 2 ( úl = O) .... f3e:2 (w = O) 
.... 10 -5 fm 5 . So, the picture which then emerges for (charged) p i-: 

ons looks in sharp' contrast with the corresponding one for H-like 
atoms: 

(w) ,( O) (7T) ( )
,y e= 1	 (JJ = Yf==l w=O 

---.,..'--~- ~ L	 (l ])
7~-(w~:~  a (1,) (w =0)
 

f==l e= 2
 

Comparing Eqs. (]O) and Eqs.(]]), one sees that unlike the case 
of atoms,for hadrons not only the toroid polarizabilities and 
effects related to them can no longer be neglected,but,on the 
contrary, they are expected to be of the same order of magnitude 
as the usual electric (and magnetic/9/ ) ones (of one order of 
multipolarity higher, of course, 's i nc e it is with them that the 
comparison has to be made). 

) 
Eq s . ,( )O) and (] 1) are here to stay and they must be taken se

riously. In a context in which there is nowadays such an intense 
activity in supersymmetric, string, superstring theories, we can 
not refrain from putting forward the following speculative idea: 
Eqs.(]O), (1]) seem to tell us that the more "elementary" the.ti 
object is (or otherwise, the higher are the characteristic exci
tation energies of the sxstem), the better might it respond to 
an externaI current (V x Hext ) rather than to the externaI fields 
Êext ,j:jext themselves; t owards yet smaller distances (a t 10-18 cm , , 
say) the role of the (induced) toroid moments might increase 
further and become as predominant over the usual (induced) elect
ric and magnetic ones as the latter were dominating over the to
roid moments in atomic physics. Such a "linear" extrapolation 
from things reliably known in atomic and hadronic physics, clown 
to the next substructure, would come in line with at least two 
features of the topical theories mentioned above: 

Firstly, string-like objects are likely to provide good candi
dates for systems having large toroid polarizabilities but small 
electric and magnetic ones. Indeed, while alI types of polariza
bilities are more or less extensive quantities (i.e., more or 
less proportional with the volume of the body) , for the toroid 
ones (if the material properties are properly choosen) one may 
expect comparatively large values in the case of (closed) fili 
form structures (strings) on account of large numbers of turns 
of winding. ~Je recall (see refs.2,5) that for a classical toro
idal current the toroid dipole moment (calculated by means of 
Eq. (2)) is 

--) .... NIVT
T T ::: n ----- 

01' us 417C 

~ - the current(~~ (N  even) , VT -
It, the toroid axis). When we deal with induced toroid moments, some).	 kind of externaI current flowíng through the system induces in it 

closed toroidal secondary currents; this is, in a sense, a usual 
transformator effect and the toroid polarizability measures, in 
fact, its intensity. In a quantum field theoretical picture, 
while t he usual electric and magnetic polarizabili ties of a quan
tum object express the ability of the cloud of virtual particles 
surrounding it to get deformed in electric and magnetic fields, 
the toroid polarizabilities represent analogously a measure of 

( ] 2 ) 

intensity, N - the number of turns of winding 
the volume of the toroid, n- unit vector along 
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the cloud's deformations which are topologically nontrivial and 
nonstationary. 

Secondly, if Majorana particles (currently occuring in grand 
unified and supersymmetric theories as welL as in connec ti.on wi th 
neutrinos) are really to play a role both as the next "ultimate" 
constituents of matter and as terribly massive gauge fields, 
then it could not be only a mere coincidence that the only pos
sible electromagnetic structure they might possess is just rep

.,kresented by toroid moments and distributions; for them, all other 
usual electric and magnetic multipole moments and distributions H· 
are forbidden / 4/ , Of course, we are speaking now about intrinsic 
toroid moments, but bound systems of such Majorana fermions with I.
nonvanishing intrinsic toroidal electromagnetic structure would ! 
rather have large toroid pólarizabilities, in much the same way 
as a usual macroscopic piece of matter composed of polar molecu I 
les would have all chances to possess a large electric polariza
bility. Anyway, the happening that Majorana particles single them 
out in a clear-cut manner by choosing to possess only toroid 
electromagnetic structures (or no electrOTIlagnetic structure at 
all), might have other consequences, too, if supersymmetry has 
something to do with facts; the boson-fermion symmetry is very 
special, indeed, and sometimes leads to strange surprises(see for 
instance, ref.14). 

We end with the remark that a certain experimental information 
on the (static, dipole) toroid polarizability of a system may be 
obtained by determining the fourth order frequency part of the 
low energy Compton scattering amplitude; for direct extraction 
one has to go, however, to charge scattering, or virtual Compton l-

scattering, or other processes in which a current is flowed 
t hrough the system 115/, Details will be presented elsewhere /16/. 

The authors are indebted to S.B.Gerasimov and V.M.Dubovik 
for useful discussions. 
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KocTecKy A., Pa,o;ecKy E.E. E4-86-700 
HaBep;eHHbJe TOPOHAHble CTPYKTYPbi H TOPOH,IJ;Hble 
IJOJIHPH3YeMOCTH 

nHHaMH~eCKaH TOPOHp;HaH ,D;HIJOJlbHaH IIOJIHPH3yeMOCTb y(w) IHepe
JlHTHBHCTCKOro, 6e3CIJHHHorol BOp;opO,D;OIJO,D;06Horo aTOMa B OCHOBHOM 
COCTOHHHH Bbi~HCJleHa aHaJIHTH~eCKH B TepMHHax p;Byx rayCCOBbJX rH
nepreoMeTpH~eCKHX ~YHK,D;HH. CTaTH~eCKHH pegyJibTaT HMeeT npo
CTylO ~OPMY y(w = 0) = (23/60) a2 Z -4 aJ I a - KOHCTaHTa TOHKOH 
CTpYKTYPhl, Z- 3apHp;OBOe ~HCJIO Hp;pa, a0 - BopOBCKHH pap;Hycl. 
CpaBHHBaH p;aHHbie Bbi~HcneHHH p;JIH Bop;opop;orrop;o6HbiX aTOMOB c rrpep;bl 
p;~MH oueHKaMH p;JIH IJHOHOB, HaXO,D;HM, ~TO POJlb HaBep;eHHhlX TOpOHU 
HbiX MOMeHTOB I oTHOCHTeJibHO K o6bJ~HbiM 3JieKTpiNeCKHMI pacTeT 3Ha-
~HTeJibHO B ¢H3HKe ap;poHOB. 

Pa6oTa BhliiOJIHeHa B na6opaTOpHH TeopeTH~eCKOH ¢H3HKH OHKH. 

Coo6meHHe 061.e.nHHem10r0 HHCTHTyta ll,llepHbiX HCCJie,llOBaHHH • .lly6Ha 1986 

Costescu A., Radescu E.E. E4-86-700 
Induced Toroid Structures and Toroid 
Polarizabilities 

The frequency-dependent toroid dipole polarizability y(w) 
of a (nonrelativistic, spinless) hydrogen-like atom in its 
ground state is calculated analytically in terms of two Gauss 
hypergeometric functions. The static result reads simpl7 
y(w = 0) = (23/60) a2 z-4a8 (a - fine structure constant, Z -

nucleus charge number, a 0 - Bohr radius). Comparing the present 
evaluations for H-like atoms with previous ones for pions, one 
sees that the role of the induced toroid moments (as against 
that of the usual electric ones) increases considerably when 
passing from atomic to particle physics. It might become dra
matic at the sub-hadronic level. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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